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ABSTRACT
Introduction: A disease/patients’ registry, is a collection of secondary data related to those with
particular condition/disease/procedure. Patients registries not only provide health providers and patients
with reminders to check certain examinations in order to achieve certain quality goals, but their main
role is associated to health research either as a database for clinical studies in a particular disease or
(preferably) as a comprehensive cohort study by itself. The aim of this study is to summarize
information published electronically about patients’ registries.
Methods: This short report is resulted from reviewing the electronic databases and websites aiming to
collect valid and comprehensive information in regard to the background and frequency of patients’
registries worldwide. In addition, using the terms “patients’ registries vs cohort studies”, “patients’
registry vs observational study”, “patients’ registry vs medical records” the variety, advantages and
disadvantages of patients’ registries were searched for.
Results: The results showed that a long list of disease registries from Europe, United States of America
(USA) and Asian countries were detailed in publication. Formal disease registries have been given more
attention from 1960, in which cancer registries were highlighted, however the absolute origin for
patients’ registries is not realized precisely. More than 5o patients’ registries from USA only, have been
introduced. The obtained information was mostly about registries  at national or international levels and
hence they were not including many local registries within the limited geographic area. Rare conditions
(e.g., Usher Syndrome Registry) and chronic diseases (e.g., Alzheimer’s Prevention Registry) are the
most common cases that have systematically been registered.
Conclusion: A wide range of disease registration methods from sophisticated and complex databases to
simple spreadsheets accessible for only a small group of physicians working in local health care centers,
have been developed worldwide, however the more developed the country, the more diseases registry
organizations there are. In other words, disease registries require human resources as well as
fundamental constructions and amenities. Considering the advantages and benefits of disease registries,
we recommend developing disease registries widely in our country, using the prepared and developed
software and questionnaires from other countries.
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